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Chapter 530 I Want Your Hug, Too

Having known that Yana was back safely and that she would visit them today, Nels and Leyna were waiting in front of the door

early in the morning.

Finally, they saw a car approaching from a distance.

Lamont and Yana got out of the car hand in hand, followed by Nate. Nels and Leyna burst into tears.

"Yana!" Leyna was the first to rush to hug Yana, wishing she could hug her even tighter.

Leyna thought, "Our daughter is finally back!

Great!"

Lamont worried that Yana's wound would open. But before coming here, he promised Yana not to tell others about her injury.

At this time, Nels hugged his wife and daughter. He said, with his voice choking up, "It's good that you are safe and sound..."

Worrying that Yana's wound would open, Lamont said, 'Nels, Leyna, I want your hug, too."

Others were surprised.

Although Nels was stunned for a moment, he reached out and hugged Lamont after seeing his injuries.

Leyna stepped forward, gave him a gentle hug, and asked, "Lamont, have you visited doctors for your injuries?"

"Yes. The doctor said they were superficial. It's not a big deal..."

"Nonsense, I saw that you were hurt by such a long knife. Don't fool me." Leyna didn't buy it. She asked with concern, "Did that

hurt your bones? Oh, by the way, where is Paige? Is she okay?"

"She's back."

"Well. We two old men don't have to live in such a nice house and have someone to take care of us. But the little girl said that it's

safe here..."

After entering the house, Yana introduced Nate to them.

Nels and Leyna didn't expect that the big boy next to him was Yana's brother. After looking at him carefully, Nels and Leyna

found that the two did have similarities.

"When we were still children, our parents took us to the amusement park. There were so many people that day, and we were

separated by them. Yana was probably sent to an orphanage while I was brought into a car and knocked unconscious. After I

woke up, I found that I had been sold to a mountain village. Later, I escaped and looked for Yana everywhere."

At that time, Nate and Yana were too young to remember their home address or their parents' names. They only vaguely

remembered that their home was beautiful inside. At Christmas, their parents would put up a Christmas tree in the garden...

But this memory didn't help him find his parents...

But he remembered that Yana had a small crescent birthmark on her left hand.

A few years ago, he finally found her. But she was the successor of the organization.

In order to let Yana leave that organization, Nate and Yana made many efforts, but they still couldn't win that powerful

organization.

This was the first time Lamont had heard about their past. Lamont thought, "It seemed that Yana's biological parents were still

alive...

If we can find them..."

Lamont glanced at the girl beside him again.

"The medical appraisal proves that Yana is my biological sister," Nate said seriously.

"I am very happy that you two meet each other... If you can find your biological parents, then you can enjoy their love besides

ours. If not, we will still treat you as our flesh and blood..."

Unexpectedly, Leyna was not worried at all that Nate would take Yana away, but was happy to have a "son".

"Then our home will be more lively." Nels smiled kindly.

It was the first time Nate had felt the warmth and happiness

Nate looked gratefully at the kind couple. He hadn’t expected that they didn't drive him away for fear that he would take Yana

away but accepted him with the kindest attitude.

"Thank you for taking care of Yana all these years." Nate stood up, bowed, and said.

"Don't mention it. We have always regarded Yana as our flesh and blood..." Leyna hurriedly asked Nate to sit down.

After talking for a while, they talked about what Lamont had done for Yana during this period.

Yana heard that Lamont had visited her home frequently to see her, followed her to Florida, and, for the safety of Nels and

Leyna, faced many people from the organization alone...

She was moved and loved Lamont more than before.

"We agreed on your relationship, and we are waiting for your wedding." Leyna took Lamont and Yana's hands and said softly,

"You will be happy."

Lamont and Yana love each other deeply and think each other is more important than their own lives.

Nate aside was speechless.

Since Yana's adoptive parents had agreed, he couldn't oppose it.

But he would pay attention to Lamont and Callia, so Yana won't suffer any grievances.

"As for Lamont's parents, it depends on when Lamont will make it clear and then bring Yana to visit them." Leyna was not at all

anxious about this matter, and she said, "If Nels and I should visit them, please tell us. We will have things like gifts ready."

"Auntie, don’t say that. Yana is the best gift. Yana is so beautiful and sensible. My parents will like her very much."

Leyna was amused by him again.

Nels asked about the fact that the gang broke into their home on Casey St. and tied them...

So Yana told him and Leyna about her experience in the orphanage, about becoming a successor, and about how she had

intended to leave the organization but was forced to take rank poison.

Leyna and Nels were so shocked that they couldn't say a word for a long time...

"Don't worry. Lamont's sister has already detoxified me." Yana lied.

But Leyna was still worried. She held Yana's hand and asked with concern, "How do you feel? Are there any sequelae?"

"No. Everything is fine." Leyna pinched Yana's wound on her hand, and it hurt. But Yana looked calm, and there was a touch of

tenderness in her eyes.

Lamont thought, "Yana could even bear this pain and act as if nothing has happened. It must be so painful when the poison

works that Yana bursts into tears.*

"We need to find a way to bring those bad guys to justice!" Hearing that Yana had suffered so much, Nels wished to tear those

responsible for it to pieces.

"Paige figured it out, and we are carrying out our plan. It has worked these days." Yana talked about all the recent news and

apologized, ’The last time they tied you and showed it to me on Line, but I didn't show up and save you... I'm really sorry."

"The toxic worked, so she was unable to protect even herself. And I was seriously injured. I am really sorry for your suffering."

Nate also felt extremely guilty.

At that time, if Nate had just a little ability, he would not have watched Nels and Leyna suffer and do nothing.
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